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AURORA, COLORADO POLICE CHIEF DANIEL OATES

ENCOURAGES HIS OFFICERS TO VIOLATE THE 4TH

AMENDMENT AND BILL OF RIGHTS.

(Amendment IV)

The Fourth Amendment (Amendment IV) to the United States

Constitution

The Fourth Amendment applies to the states by way of the Due Process Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment.

“The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,

papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures,

shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon

probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and

particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons

or things to be seized.”[1]

KEEP THE ABOVE 4TH AMENDMENT IN MIND WHEN

READING THIS ARTICLE ON HOW THE ROGUE

AURORA POLICE HAVE NO RESPECT FOR OUR

CONSTITUTION OR BILL OF RIGHTS:
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One of the most despicable, morally reprehensible police acts ever took place by the

police thugs in Aurora, Colorado last month. Police violated all of our Constitutional

rights by illegally cuffing and detaining 40 innocent people (including women and

children) for over two hours while looking for a bank robber. What makes it worse, was

that it was with the blessing of Aurora’s Police Chief, Daniel Oates (ABOVE)

(BELOW) READ THE INSANE STATEMENT OATES MADE

ABOUT THE INCIDENT:

“No question we inconvenienced citizens, and I feel badly about that.” But says he

backs up the decision to proceed with the unusual method, “I can’t find fault with the

decisions that were made.”

Inconvenienced? What his officers did was violate every

principal America is about!

But Oate’s idiotic statements don’t end there. Oates also said the ends justify the means

since the suspect was caught.

That is beyond crazy and insane. That’s border line Psychosis!

The ends justifies the means? The end NEVER justifies the

means when you violate the Constitutional rights of innocent

men, women, children. What he is really saying is he CAN violate

our Constitution and Bill of Rights as long as they get the “bad

guy” in the end. If the cops mistakenly shoot and kill an innocent

person in the back as long as they eventually catch the bad guy,

that would be okay with Oates…according to that statement.

There are a few phrases in the English language that I assumed made everyone’s ears

burn and turn red when they heard them. I don’t know who first told me to be wary of

these simple words, but I do not doubt the warning. There is something very chilling in

justifying criminality and tyranny with these short statements:

“The ends justify the means.” and “For the greater good.”

They were looking for bank robbers. However, they violated numerous criminal laws,

unlawful imprisonment, false arrest, assault with intent, or “GBH” as it is known in
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police jargon. In fact, they did everything wrong.

In the below photo: In this illegal detainment of 40 innocent

people, look at this cowardly cop pointing a rifle at a child who

looks to be about 12 years old. You are looking at a felony being

committed by this thug cop that includes criminal assault. If that

shotgun goes off, that young man would be killed! That cop is a

coward, a criminal and a terrorist and has no business in any

position of authority. If anyone knows the name of this cowardly

cop, who thinks his job description is to use potential deadly

force against an unarmed, innocent 12 year old, please tell us in

the “comment” section below so we can tell the world who this

piece of crap is.

A parent of the child above posted on the local CBS blog:

“That was my family and they are tramatized not because of a robber they had no clue of but because they had about 10 loaded

weapons from shotguns,assault rifles,9mm,tasers,etc pointed at them this was uncalled for and media are editing a lot of the true

story as you can see,as for today I am disappointed in the Aurora Chief for covering his officers misconduct and unconcerned of

the well being of the innocent people and then for him to lie in the publics eye ? you put shame on that uniform and degrade law

enforcement who obey their oaths. Those who would sacrifice liberty for security deserve neither!”

The wife of one of the men held and handcuffed had this to say:

“My husband was caught up in this mess and some people were cuffed and others not. They even cuffed a child that looked about

14. He told the cops he was disabled and couldn’t kneel and they forced him down anyway and when he started to fall forward

they yanked his arm up in a submission hold and told him to quit resisting. If that isn’t a violation of the 4th amendment it should

be. These people were treated as criminals and guilty until proven innocent! My husband can barely move the arm that was

forced up his back and this is 4 days later!”

UPDATE: HERE IS THE LATEST SCANDAL FROM OUT OF

CONTROL CRIMINAL COPS. THIS FROM AURORA,

COLORADO:
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Colorado Police Illegally Detain 40 Innocent Bystanders

Searching for Robber

In News, NWO, Other Leaks, Police Brutality, Police State, Viral Videos on June 7, 2012 at 7:41 PM

06/03/2012

KDVR:

AURORA, Colo. Nearly two dozen cars were detained at the

intersection of Iliff Avenue and Buckley Road Saturday

afternoon as police, with guns drawn, searched each vehicle for a

man who had just robbed the Wells Fargo bank at 15301 E.

Hampden Ave.

According to witnesses, the adult occupants of the vehicles were handcuffed and led

away from their cars after reports the suspect might have taken hostages.

“Cops came from every direction and just literally threw their cars in front of my car.

They pinned them off there, they pinned them off in the parking lot, they pinned off

here so literally nobody could go anywhere,” said Sonya Romero, who was detained.

“We had to throw our hands in the air.”

Pictures from the scene show police officers armed with shields and weapons as they

made contact with each car. Adults were handcuffed and led away. Children that were

present followed.

“They had guns drawn, there were cops everywhere,” Romero said. “I mean, we didn’t

know what the heck was going on. We didn’t know if we were in the line of fire or what

the hell was happening.”

The big picture here is that the police in this small Colorado

town applied tactics that are forbidden by the U.S. Constitution,

and which were perfected by the SS in Nazi Germany, in order to

make their job easier. Nazi Germany had the lowest crime rate

of any modern society; but it had no freedom. The cops and the

SS regularly arrested groups until they found the person they

wanted. (DOES THIS LOOK LIKE THE ABOVE AURORA
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COP PHOTOS TO YOU?)

We fought World War II in large measure to prevent such

behavior by the government.

frederickleatherman.wordpress.com had this to say:

“A reasonable suspicion is more than a mere hunch. It requires articulable facts and

circumstances that would cause a reasonable person to suspect that a particular

individual had committed, was committing, or was about to commit a crime.

Apparently, Officer Fania was looking for a particular weapon, which he believed was

concealed in one of the vehicles at the intersection, but he did not have a description of

the robber or the vehicle the robber was driving or in which he was riding. Therefore,

every vehicle the police stopped was an unlawful stop, including the stop of the vehicle

that contained the person they subsequently arrested.”

Chief Daniel Oates shamelessly declared “The ends justify the means” because a

suspect was caught after the Aurora Police Department shut down an intersection in

search of a bank robber. At the intersection, the police stopped 19 cars, and detained all

40 innocent people who had been riding in the vehicles, because the officers had some

undisclosed technology providing information that promised “virtual certainty” that the

bank robber was among the 40 innocent Americans being harassed. The cops had the

suspect’s name but no picture, description, or any idea what car the robber would be

in. This somehow permitted an ordinary crime, once again, to be the reason for the

annulment of the fourth amendment, and therefore the disrespect and arrogant

dismissal of the rule of law and justice.
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The behavior of the cops in Aurora, Colorado SHOULD cost the

town a great deal of money; IF PEOPLE READING THIS

ARTICLE COMPLAIN, THAT IS THE FIRST STEP IN

GETTING THIS POLICE STATE EXPOSED!!!

It should provoke a federal criminal investigation into Aurora,

Colorado police behavior. DANIEL OATES SHOULD BE

FIRED AND CRIMINALLY CHARGED!

The Aurora police violated basic constitutionally-guaranteed rights, federal law, rights

guaranteed by the Colorado Constitution, and state law. EVERY PERSON IN THE

BELOW PIC IS BEING HELD ILLEGALLY AS THE AURORA POLICE ARE

VIOLATING THEIR 4tH AMENDMENT RIGHTS! NOTICE (BELOW) ONE

LADY IS EVEN CUFFED WITH HER ARMS AROUND A CHILD! THESE

POLICE ARE NOTHING BUT STATE SPONSORED CRIMINALS WITH A

BADGE!

THIS MAN (DANIEL OATES) SHOULD BE FIRED FOR

SUPPORTING THIS KIND OF ROGUE COP BEHAVIOR!!!!!
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Oates is unsuccessfully trying to fool the public into believing

that what occurred on June 4 was normal, even though it isn’t,

and that it was in complete alignment with the law, even though

it isn’t. He is either completely ignorant of basic law and

therefore unqualified for his position, or a disingenuous criminal,

and aid in the the destruction of the republic; in other words, a

traitor.

40 cars were stopped without reason or probable cause, and were forced to witness the

assassination of the fourth amendment when they had their civil liberties violated,

instead of the earlier reported 19 cars being stopped and searched (as if our roads were

now airports), and 40 people being treated like criminals when they were detained in

handcuffs for 2 hours, and asked for consent to search at gunpoint, “harmlessly” being

conditioned to accept the destruction of the very law that makes us “free.”

CALL AND TELL THE AURORA POLICE YOU ARE MAD

AS HELL AND WON’T PUT UP WITH THIS KIND OF

CRAP! AND EXPRESS YOUR OUTRAGE OVER POLICE

CHIEF DAN OATES DEFENDING THIS KIND OF

VIOLATION OF YOUR CONSTITUTION!

EVERYONE WHO READS THIS ARTICLE NEEDS TO

CALL THE NUMBER BELOW AND DEMAND THAT

OATES BE FIRED!
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File complaints with the Attorney General on the National level

too.

Here is the address:

Eric H Holder Jr. Attorney General

950 Pennsylvania Ave. NW

Washington D.C.

20530

(202)514-2001

If any of you see this…write a letter and complain to the

Attorney General in your state as well as nationally! Also, file

complaints with the United States Department of Justice or the

United States Attorneys office.

ALSO CONTACT:

1500 East Alameda Pkwy, Aurora, Co.

80012

INTERNAL AFFAIRS

303-739-6072

People were removed from their vehicles and handcuffed with no probably cause, no

reasonable suspicion, and no warrant. The only thing the police had to go on was a

“reliable” tip. That’s not even the worst part of this story:

“Most of the adults were handcuffed, then were told what was going on and were asked

for permission to search the car,” Fania said. “They all granted permission, and once

nothing was found in their cars, they were un-handcuffed.”

Shame on every person who gave the police permission to search their vehicle. Each and

every one of you demonstrated one of the worst aspects of modern American society,
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mindless subservience. If a costume-clad thug pulls you out of your vehicle, handcuffs

you, and asks for permission to search your vehicle the only correct response is, “Go fk

yourself.” Seriously. At such a point you should say, “Officer, I don’t consent to a search

of my person or property.”

I would be livid if the police did that to me. In fact I would likely lose my typical

professional demeanor and go straight to the stereotypical anarchist mode of yelling,

“Fk you pig!” When the police are acting like this they’re no longer deserving of

well-mannered responses. In fact every police officer involved in this stunt should be

tossed in the slammer for kidnapping and every person who granted the police

permission to search their vehicle should attend a course on Constitutional protections.

We need to stop kowtowing the state and its thugs and rekindle the American tradition

of rebelliousness.

- Christopher Burg

MORE EXAMPLES OF POLICE THUGS:
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